
Dr. Diane Rhodes is a Senior Lecturer at the Steve 
Hicks School of Social Work at The University of Texas 
at Austin. Throughout her career, Dr. Rhodes has taken 
an interest in teaching and tackling critical tough 
subjects like social justice, partner violence, leadership, 
and management of social service agencies. She 
currently teaches a course on the Foundations of Social 
Justice to juniors and seniors at the Steve Hicks School. 

A few years ago, Dr. Rhodes came to a crossroads with 
the textbook she usually assigned to her Foundations 
of Social Justice class as she was restructuring the 
course. During this process, she grew frustrated with 
her old book and began to think that students might 
appreciate having digital access to a textbook. 
Additionally, she was tired of requiring students to buy 
expensive textbooks that were outdated, not intuitive, 
or contained excess or unrelated information. 

In the nick of time, the Skyepack team reached out to 
her and let her know how they might be able to help 
Dr. Rhodes develop an affordable textbook tailored to 
what SHE wanted to teach, and not the other way 
around.

THE CHALLENGEABOUT SKYEPACK

Skyepack designs custom digital course 
materials for educators across the country, 
giving them access to a dedicated team of 
designers who curate and create innovative – 
and course-specific–digital educational 
materials. Throughout the thorough design 
process, Skyepack independently builds upon 
instructors’ existing course materials, sourcing 
additional relevant resources through their 
digital database, giving professors time back 
to focus on what’s most important – improving 
their effectiveness and learning outcomes for 
students.  

Skyepack’s modernized approach to creating 
custom learning materials allows professors 
to provide students with the most up-to-date 
information, ensuring that course materials are 
as flexible as professors’ lesson plans. Best of 
all, Skyepack’s solutions are low-cost and 
budget-friendly, ensuring financial accessibility 
and equal learning outcomes for all students. 

For college professors, presenting information to 
students in a way that ensures comprehension, 
retention, AND impact can sometimes seem an 
insurmountable challenge, especially when covering 
complicated or abstract subject matter. To add to 
this challenge, many professors have come to know 
that they can’t rely on traditional textbooks for help. 
They’re often outdated, expensive, and ultimately 
unhelpful, especially when they want to tailor lectures 
to topics or subject matter outside the book. 

This challenge gains complication as the subject 
matter gets more complex. Abstract concepts are 
often difficult to qualify in text, rendering many 
traditional textbooks useless. 
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Dr. Rhodes said she “loves” working with the 
Skyepack team to this day. “My experience was 
great–they were very knowledgable, even 
though it was a new subject area for them…they 
did research, brought additional information, 
and even added footnotes.” 

This consistency has had a noticeable impact 
on her students, as well–with the addition of 
reading comprehension questions at the end 
of each section, Dr. Rhodes feels that her 
students' understanding of complicated social 
justice subjects has noticeably increased. 

Skyepack’s impact on Dr. Rhodes has been 
lasting. She says she really appreciates that 
she knows exactly who to email to make 
changes to the coursepack and that the 
changes are made quickly. She continues to 
work with them to this day to refine her 
coursepack as she continues to learn what best 
benefits her students and as new information 
becomes available. 

Dr. Rhodes loved her experience with Skyepack 
and her final coursepack so much that she has 
told many of her colleagues how valuable her 
relationship with them has been. 

www.skyepack.com/contact

Looking for a partner to help you develop 
custom digital course materials for higher 
education, K-12 education, and corporate 
instruction? 

Go to the link below   to schedule a 20-minute 
introductory call with Skyepack today! 

Tackling subjects like social justice can 
be…complicated. Skyepack’s collaboration with 
Dr. Rhodes was one of the first times they have 
created course materials covering the subject. 
But the team is always up to learn something 
new, and more than anything, is committed to 
creating educational resource materials that 
empower professors in their work and ensure 
students’ understanding. 

Dr. Rhodes wanted to make sure that above all 
else, the new coursepack would encourage 
students’ understanding of social justice and 
related concepts. Specifically, she wanted the 
text to be “conversational” to provide students 
the best opportunity to understand complicated 
subject matter and have impactful discussions 
about it during class. 

To get it right, the Skyepack team prioritized 
communication from the outset and maintained 
an open line of communication with Dr. Rhodes. 
This would prove key to crafting the perfect 
coursepack for her Foundations of Social Justice 
class–one that was conversational in tone, 
thought-provoking and prompted students to 
want to engage with the course pack, the class, 
and each other. 

Because of the flexibility of the Skyepack design 
process, Dr. Rhodes was empowered to 
integrate these resources directly into her new 
coursepack. With this information and Dr. 
Rhodes’ guidance in mind, the Skyepack team 
conducted extensive research to pull together 
an outline of the proposed coursepack. 
Throughout the process, the Skyepack team 
was sure to suggest links, resources, readings, 
and videos related to the subject matter Dr. 
Rhodes initially highlighted. And to further 
encourage understanding, the Skyepack team 
drafted and incorporated custom reading 
comprehension questions to follow each 
coursepack section. 

Once the outline was finalized, the writing 
process began. As a writer herself, Dr. Rhodes 
noted that she really “enjoyed working with (the 
Skyepack team)” to write the coursepack. And 
though it was a lot of work upfront, the finished 
product was a coursepack that has served Dr. 
Rhodes for almost four years now.

“DR. RHODES EMPHASIZED HOW “NICE IT IS 
TO HAVE A TEXTBOOK THAT MATCHES THE 
COURSE SHE WANTS TO TEACH,” AND HOW 
MUCH “EASIER” IT HAS MADE HER WORK AS 
A PROFESSOR.”


